
Financial Budget (by GL/Period)  
1. Download app ‘Business central finance insights’. 
2. Register with required details. 
3. Choose the data to connect with the app or can be viewed in demo mode with sample data. 
4. Click on the app from apps tab  - Business central Finance Insights 
5. Below app homepage window will display all available reports in this app. 

 
6. Click ‘G/L Cube’ button, below report will be opened. 

 
This report is picking values from G/L budget & actual G/L entries. 
The report can be used to see the budget assigned to GL vs. Net change & budget variance in specific period 
account category etc. There are some other quite useful filters available. 
The report can be effectively used to analyze historical overall financial implications of operational decisions 
& then steer the operations in current or future period as per the set goals in budget. 



Sales Budget vs. Financial Budget 
1. Click ‘Income Statement Cube’ button on Finance insights homepage. 

 

This report is picking values from G/L budget, sales budget & actual G/L entries. 
The report can be used to compare the G/L budget with Sales budget as well as actual sales, period by period. 
The report should be used to analyze the standing of sales budget in overall finance budget & depending on 
GL setup it can be used to strategize better influx of finance for organization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sales Budget vs. revenue - details 
1. Download app ‘Business central Sales insights’. 
2. Register with required details. 
3. Choose the data to connect with the app Or can be viewed in demo mode with sample data. 
4. Click on the app from apps tab  - Business central Sales Insights 
5. Below app homepage window will display all available reports in this app. 

 
6. Click on ‘Item Sales cube’ button on the homepage, below report will open. 

 
This report compares actual sales with the budget period on period. 
Item budget variance flags can be used to determine which items are slow movers or are doing well with 
sales when compared with forecast & with Item profit side by side will give an idea of profit margins; so that 
S&OP team together can decide which items should be prioritized to generate more revenue within business 
constraints – can be conflicting resources/capacity, Raw material availability, stringent working capital, etc. 



Budget variance is also a good indicator of Forecast accuracy if the sales are not heavily affected by product 
availability from SC operations. 
The report has ability to drill down to granular details required from strategic view with S&OP.  
E.g.  
One can drill down to locations & use for SC to determine if a 3PL for stockhold or DC could make sense 
strategically. 
Or  
can select filter on variants to check which item variants are contributing more to sales &/or profit & prioritize 
raw materials accordingly for SC 
Or  
use item categories (depending on set up, even dimensions) to roughly define which machines/processes in 
operations are generating more profits & strategize resources/finance accordingly with sales data instead of 
just operational data on capacity utilization. 
 
There are other granular reports on the homepage which can give different useful information for master 
planning. 
Eg. 
Item Sales by period can be used to recognize trends/seasonality in sales or even in customer’s ordering 
pattern & with budget side by side can be used to recognize if forecast considers these trends; if not forecast 
can be adjusted accordingly. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Or  
Item Sales overview can be used for more granular visual information for all items together. 

 
 
Or Filtering on Item numbers - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Inventory Turns 
1. Download app ‘Business central Inventory insights’. 
2. Register with required details. 
3. Choose the data to connect with the app Or can be viewed in demo mode with sample data. 
4. Click on the app from apps tab  - Business central inventory Insights 
5. Below app homepage window will display all available reports in this app. 

 

6. Click on ‘Inventory turnover’ button on the homepage, below report will open.

 

This report signifies overall health of the inventory & how much working capital the inventory is holding up. 
The objective should be to minimize the held up working capital thus to increase the inventory turnover. 

 



There are more useful reports on the homepage which can be used by Supply chain & inventory planning 
team. 

Eg. Inventory Cube report could be used to compare budgeted sales qty vs. actual qty, expected 
transactions & stock on hand periodically. 

 

It can be used to decide planning parameters for items or SKUs by selecting different filters 

 

 

 



Vendor Performance 
1. Download app ‘Business central Purchasing insights’. 
2. Register with required details. 
3. Choose the data to connect with the app Or can be viewed in demo mode with sample data. 
4. Click on the app from apps tab  - Business central Purchasing Insights 
5. Below app homepage window will display all available reports in this app. 

 

6. Click on ‘On-Time receipt’ button, below report will open.

 

The report is an important KPI from Supplier evaluation perspective & a holistic understanding of how much 
the suppliers are efficient with their deliveries. We can drill down on a particular item to find better 
performing vendor too. 



 

Apart from this, below report can be used to determine average lead time from specific vendor or on 
specific Items. Also to determine purchase schedule attainment. 

 

Item Purchases Cube report can be used for more detailed analysis of purchase history vs. purchase budget 
period on period.  

 
This information can be useful in determining any higher-level strategic needs for financial provisions going 
beyond budgeted value & direction for SC to concentrate efforts on reducing the costs. 
 
 
 



Production Planning & Control 
1. Download app ‘Business central manufacturing insights’. 
2. Register with required details. 
3. Choose the data to connect with the app or can be viewed in demo mode with sample data. 
4. Click on the app from apps tab  - Business central manufacturing Insights 
5. Below app homepage window will display all available reports in this app. 

 
6. Click on ‘On time & in full production’ button & open below report. 

 
The report is really important to measure performance of the production department & how it is doing 
against planned orders. There are various cost filters available which might be useful to identify broader 
location of the constraint that can be drilled down to pinpoint. 

 



Further, production Gantt chart can be used to visualize the schedule & filter as per status of the order. 

 

Routing Gantt chart can be used for visualizing capacity &/or capacity utilized as per status of production 
order. 

 

There are other detailed reports for determining various indicators for steering production control. 

 

 

 



Shipping & Delivery Performance 
1. Click on the app from apps tab  - Business central sales Insights 
2. Below app homepage window will display all available reports in this app. 

 

3. Select ‘On time Delivery’ button to open below report. 

 
This report is %Fill rate, it could be used as an indicator for accuracy of production planning & overall supply 
chain planning. When this indicator is not doing well it’s a sign that sales, supply chain & production are not 
going hand-in-hand & need a better S&OP coordination. 
 
Delivery Days report is an indicator of how well overall operations perform in terms of ‘promised delivery 
lead time’ to customers. Together with on-time delivery report & in combination with other detailed reports 



it can be used in multiple ways – to decide where to increase safety stocks for Finished goods, where to 
deploy more resources to increase capacity & production, or how much ‘Safety lead time’ to be added on 
the item card if it’s not possible to improve delivery time to protect customer orders from being late. 

 
It can be used with cash conversion cycle from finance insights to spot the problem areas in operations. 

 
Goal is to minimize CCC as much possible. 
Bottom line – S&OP is collective consideration of various constraints in the business together, for a set time 
horizon. Thereby, directing the decision making towards formulating a Sales plan to drive Supply chain & 
Production plans all unified & subordinating to produce optimum quantities for items that will get sold as 
per the best market knowledge available at the time, for converting materials into cash sooner. Thus, help 
rotating the working capital while maintaining optimal margins in business. It is a joint task for Marketing, 
Sales, Supply chain, Production, Shipping & Finance department together, involving various leaders. 


